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One of the most important principles of left hand technique is finger preparation.  
Violinists must not only have a healthy left hand set up, but also a clear plan on how to 
comfortably and efficiently prepare and execute every note.  
 
INSTRUEMNT SIZING:  

• Violin sizes begin at the 1/32 size, and continue in increments of 1/16, 1/10, 1/8, 
1/2, 3/4, 7/8, and 4/4 (a full-size violin) 

• It is always better to err on the side of too small rather than too large 
  
VIOLIN: BEGINNING SET UP (PREPARING THE ARM, HAND, AND 
FRAME):  
 
Sliding on the Magic X  

• Violin in rest position or playing position 
v A “Magic X”: on the base joint of the student’s left index finger  

 
Tap over High Dot  

v A “high dot” is a little piece of colored plastic tape or a small sticker.  It is placed 
on the fingerboard, under the A and D strings, dividing the string length into two 

 

 
Wrist and Hand: 

Magic X is too high    Magic X is too low 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Steps of Setting Up 
Feet together, make a “V”, take a step, sway back and forth like a tree in the wind, 

hand over high dot, statue of liberty, and violin on your collarbone. 

 



Bent-in Wrist     Bent-out Wrist 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Four String Level 

• Roll from ball and socket joint 
• Paul Rolland preliminary exercises 

 
SHAPING THE LEFT HAND (also pre-shifting exercises)  
 
The first songs (pluck over high dot with pinky) 

• Pop Goes the Weasel 
• Ant song 
• GDG 

 
Rebecca Henry: “I like Ice Cream” 

• Tap over high dot, then in first position, then back to high dot 
 
Pinky Plucks (Paul Rolland and violinpractice.com) 

• AE pluck (over first position) GD pluck (over high dot)  
• Reverse 
• Practice plucking on all strings 

Adding the bow: 
ONE OCTAVE A MAJOR SCALE on A and E strings (using different rhythms) 

• Balanced hand form  
• First and third finger tapes (fingerboard) 
• Second finger tape not recommended: too confusing for low and high two’s 
• How to Practice FINGER BEFORE BOW 

• Keep a steady rhythm 
o Open A here we Go! 
o Now we play first finger 
o Wait wait ready Go! 

 

  



Going down the A major scale 
 

1) Play the open E tiri tiri ti ti 
2) Place fingers: 1, 2, and 3 
3) Roll the bow to the A string 
4) Play the third finger D on the A string 

 
 
PREPARED, BLOCKED, AND INDEPENDENT FINGERS: 

• Prepared fingers: put down a finger, then put down another finger in relation to the 
previous finger 

• Blocked fingers: put down three fingers simultaneously (plop!) 
• Independent fingers: put down one finger alone 

 
 
SETTING UP THE FRAME OF THE HAND using examples outlined in Ivan 
Galamain’s Principles of Violin Playing & Teaching 

• Finger and Thumb 
• Movement of the left hand 

 
Schradieck: The School of Violin Techniques Book I 
 

 
 
 
 
Tadeusz Wronski’s idea of preparatory technique: prepare the left and right hand for the 
next note immediately after the preceding note, i.e. “finger before bow.”  

• Carl Flesh Scales System 
• Preparatory strategies in left hand fingerings, including putting a finger on two 

strings in preparation for upcoming notes 
• Using a finger as an anchor 
• Preparing fingers for arpeggios  
• Preparing fingers for double stops 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Mendelssohn Violin Concerto, I 
 

 
 
 
Bach D minor Partita, Giga 
 

  
 
 
By following these fundamental principles of left hand violin technique, students will 
gain myriad benefits, including improved intonation, better string crossings, faster 
passage work, to name a few. By teaching students to play using these preparatory 
strategies, students will learn how to think and practice with greater efficiency.  
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